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Chapter: 1555

And this time!

Within the Lin Family!

Lin Fan kneeling washboard, dumbfounding.

In front of him, Bai Yi tilted Erlang’s legs and stared at him with a

stern look, just like a prisoner.

Now that the matter has been settled, it is time to settle the accounts

after Autumn.

“White Iraq, what are you crazy? Xiaofan do something, you do this to

him?”

“He Tate’s husband, do not face?”

Shen Yumei said angrily, and she kept scolding at Bai Yi.

Bai Yi rolled her eyes and got used to the eccentricity of her own

mother, and snorted coldly:

“Why don’t you ask himself ?”

Ok?

The Baishan couple was stunned for a moment, and then cast a

suspicious look at Lin Fan.

“Xiaofan, you in the end did what, and how the white Iraqi air like

that?”

Baishan is also concern, he told the impression as if the white

Nuisance Iraq have been so angry, right?

Lin Fan scratched his head with embarrassment:

“This… it’s a long story!”

Snapped!

Iraq directly Paizhuo white anger suddenly, with a roar like a tigress up:

“Say!”

Lin Fan had no choice but to sigh and said:

“Actually, I am Master Lin!”

boom!

The second elder was immediately paralyzed in shock, looking at Lin

Fan in disbelief.

“Xiao Fan, are you… are you kidding?”

That Master Lin, they had long admired their big name before, and

they also showed off on the ring last time, and everyone cheered!

At that time, Bai Yi suspected that Lin Fan was Master Lin, but it was

quickly rejected, and they didn’t think much.

Now it seems that Lin Fan really lied to them?

Oh my!

Lin Fan is Master Lin, are they dreaming?

Hallucinations!

This must be an illusion!

Grandmaster Lin was the existence that made the entire Jiangnan

sensational, and even the existence like Longya asked him to serve as

an instructor, a great master high above, an existence like an immortal.

It is no exaggeration to say that in front of such existence, their mortals

are nothing but ants.

But now!

Bai Yi actually told them that their son-in-law, Lin Fan, turned out to

be that powerful Master Lin?

This kind of shock was even more shocking and exaggerated than

saying that Lin Fan was the richest man in the province, making the

two elders immediately stunned.

Simply unacceptable!

Lin Fan embarrassed and said:

“Mom and Dad, I’m sorry, you conceal for so long!”

boom!

The two elders were shocked again, their faces were pale, and at this

moment they dared not look straight at Lin Fan.

They have always regarded Lin Fan as rubbish!

Especially Shen Yumei, who insulted Lin Fan more than once before,

didn’t treat him as a human being at all.

As a result, the waste son-in-law in their eyes turned out to be a fairy

figure they need to look up to?

For them, it is almost like a dream!

Bai Yi snorted coldly, and said angrily:

“It’s not them that you’re sorry, it’s me that you’re most sorry!”

“Three years, a full three years ah! You bastard, I cheated a full three

years!”

“You are so powerful, but you pretend to be a rubbish and let others

look down on me, which makes me look down on me! I hate you to

death!”

The more Bai Yi talked, the more angry he got, and he just got up and

beat Lin Fan fat.

Lin Fan laughed loudly, and then picked her up with his backhand,

holding her in a princess hug, and the action suddenly became a little

ambiguous.

“Rogue, let me down!”

White Yi Qiao blushed suddenly, viciously cursed.

This guy has no guilt at all. It is really annoying that he dares to fight

him by himself!

“Don’t let go!”

Lin Fan shamelessly Road, grin up at the same time:

“Before you seemed to say that you planned to have a baby, I think it’s

the right time tonight!”

Having said that, he held Bai Yi involuntarily and walked towards the

room of the two of them.

“I still don’t take a shower, you…you shameless!”

White Iraq red in the face cursed, he hit Lin Fan chest a bit.

The parents are still there, but Lin Fan is not ashamed of speaking so

blatantly.

only!

Hakusan and Chen Yumei have been scared silly, simply Nuisance

listen carefully to what they say.

Long, with a stunned expression Baishan only look to Chen Yumei:

“Yumei, you hit me in the face!”

Chen Yumei also spooked, stammered and said:

“Why…why do you beat you?”

“I want to see if I am dreaming.”

Snapped!

However, Chen Yumei gave Hakusan a slap, slap his back molar

accidentally gave interrupted.

However, Baishan didn’t care at all, instead he said with ecstasy:

“Does it hurt! It’s not a dream, really!”

“My son-in-law of Baishan is his mother’s great master! Hahaha!”
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